Smartia's AI & Data framework
MAIO
Smartia's AI & Data framework MAIO reaches
Minimum Viable Product (MVP) stage
To learn more please get in touch with Asim (asim.majid@smartia.tech)

IoT Tribe North - The Director's Cut
After the recent Asian expedition and London success, the IoT Tribe start-ups
will be showcasing their progress at the Digital Media Centre - Barnsley for the
last time.

Join us for the 'IoT Tribe North- The Director's Cut', the Demo Day event hosted
by IoT Tribe, the world's best accelerator for IoT (Internet of Things) start-ups.
Come and hear about their exciting tech businesses and products.

Click on the image for the agenda and to register

Smartia Essentials Series - Regression I
Introduction to Smartia ML Essentials
Machine learning is transforming the world we live in. Coverage of intelligent
algorithms that will be able to drive us to work, ﬂy us on holiday, diagnose us when
we’re ill - the list goes on - appear in our news feeds ever more frequently (machine
learning drives those news feeds as well by the way!). We are swimming in a sea of
data and the means to use that data for generating insights and understanding are
becoming more and more sophisticated.
To read further please click on the image below

The AI challenge for investors – Problem or opportunity?
Investing in artiﬁcial intelligence is a quandary facing all investors. Put simply,
nobody knows how quickly it will develop, how much of an impact it will have on
society and the economy, as well as how dangerous it could possibly be. At the
same time, though, it is already becoming an increasingly important part of our
lives, and could provide competitive advantages for companies operating in a
variety of industries.
Click on the the image to get the full story from whatinvestment.co.uk

IoT and automation in top 8 supply chain tech trends in 2019

Gartner’s top strategic supply chain technology trends have broad industry
impact, but have not yet been widely adopted. They might be experiencing
signiﬁcant changes or reaching critical tipping points in capability or maturity.
“These technologies are those that supply chain leaders simply cannot ignore,”
said Christian Titze, research vice president at Gartner. “Within the next ﬁve
years, if half of large global companies are using some of these technologies in
their supply chain operations, it’s safe to say that the technologies will disrupt
people, business objectives and IT systems.”
Click on the image to get the full story from futureiot.tech

About Smartia...

Catch you next time...!
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